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Future Market Middle East and North Africa 

 

Premiere for GIFA and METEC Middle East Africa 

 

In two months' time, the four newcomers GIFA Middle East Africa, 

METEC Middle East Africa, wire Middle East Africa and Tube 

Middle East Africa will celebrate their premiere at the Egypt 

International Exhibition Center in Cairo/Egypt. 

 

From 2 to 4 September 2023, technological highlights from the 

individual trade fair sectors will be presented as part of the 

established Egyptian trade fair METAL & STEEL EGYPT. 

 

AGEX (Arabian German Exhibitions & Publishing Ltd) has already 

been organising the successful METAL & STEEL EGYPT since 

2010, which offers a comprehensive range of machinery, 

equipment and products from the steel and metal industry for the 

Middle East and North Africa.  

 

For the eagerly awaited trade fair quartet already 55 exhibitors 

from 13 countries have registered. They will occupy an area of 

1,032 square metres. Registrations for all four events are still 

possible.  

 

For GIFA and METEC Middle East Africa, Sarah Möller is looking 

forward to receiving your registration at MoellerS@messe-

duesseldorf.de, Cem Bagci and Patrick Hayek are accepting 

registrations for wire and Tube Middle East Africa at 

BagciC@messe-duesseldorf.de and HayekP@messe-

duesseldorf.de.  

 

"With Egypt, the Middle East and North Africa, we offer many of 

our customers new, promising regions. Investing here can be a 

decisive step towards sustainability for a company", add Malte 
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Seifert and Daniel Ryfisch, Directors of the homebase fairs GIFA, 

METEC, wire and Tube at the Düsseldorf location. 

 

Interested visitors can already register now for free admission to 

the trade fairs at: https://metalandsteel.egyreg.com/?src=5. 

 

Further information is available at: www.gifa-mea.com,  

www.metec-mea.com, www.wire-mea.com and www.tube-

mea.com. 

  

Press contact for all satellites of GMTN (Bright World of Metals): 

Larissa Browa 

Phone: +49 (0) 211/45 60 -549 

E-mail: BrowaL@messe-duesseldorf.de  

 

Press contact for all wire and Tube satellites: 

Petra Hartmann-Bresgen  

Phone: +49 (0) 211/45 60 -541 

E-mail: HartmannP@messe-duesseldorf.de 
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